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The idea of Green Development idea has the theoretical and practical views. On 
the one hand, Green Development idea contains deep Marxist ecology thinking, 
including using the dialectical materialist point of view to evaluate how people 
transform nature in practice to achieve development; the dialectical relation——the 
relation between people and nature and the relation between people and people 
interacting with each other; the balance of ecology containing the value orientation of 
people’s free and overall development; the solicitude for ecology and so fourth. On 
the other hand, Green Development idea and Marxist ecology thinking are in the same 
strain in China socialism construction and was put forward officially in the thirteenth 
Five-Year Plan. It is embodied as developing continuously, scientifically, together and 
in an all-round way, and at the same time, refers to the establish of socialistic ecology 
civilization. Thus, the socialistic ideology function and the ecology function that 
Green Development idea has make a big difference to dealing with the problems in 
college students’ ecology civilization ideology education, such as fragmentation, poor 
effect, marginalization and so fourth. In terms of theoretical functions, bringing Green 
Development idea into college students’ ecology civilization ideology education 
should lay emphasis on using the green outlook on life of people’s overall 
development and nature’s continuous development to highlight the realizability of 
ecology civilization ideology education; using the green values guided by dealing 
with the people’s livelihood to improve the pertinence of ecology civilization 
ideology education; using the green world outlook of the common fate to manifest the 
prospect of ecology civilization ideology education; and using the tolerance of Green 
Development idea to strengthen the expansibility of ecology civilization ideology 
education. Meanwhile, research the practical way to bring Green Development idea 
into ecology civilization ideology education and require to make the ecological 
tendency toward human’s development goal of Green Development blend into the key 
links of universities and colleges’ talent quality training; use the ecological and 
ideological functions of Green Development idea to stabilize political and ideological 
battle position; use Green Development idea to integrate campus construction, 
forming the completed content and carrier of universities and colleges’ ecology 
civilization ideology education; use Green Development idea to mobilize all forces 
from the society to furtherance universities and colleges’ ecology civilization ideology 
education and so fourth.        
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第二节  研究综述 
一、大学生生态文明意识教育 
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